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Abstract. As technology scales, transient faults have emerged as a key challenge for reliable embedded

system design. This paper proposes a design methodology that incorporates reliability into hardware–software

co-design paradigm for embedded systems. We introduce an allocation and scheduling algorithm that efficiently

handles conditional execution in multi-rate embedded systems, and selectively duplicates critical tasks to detect

or correct transient errors, such that the reliability of the system is improved. Two methods are proposed to

insert duplicated tasks into the schedule. The improved reliability is achieved by utilizing the otherwise idle

computation resources and taking advantage of the overlapping schedule for mutually exclusive tasks in the

conditional task graph, such that it incurs no resource or performance penalty.
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1. Introduction

Embedded systems are of great economic impor-

tance. Embedded applications include consumer

electronics, signal processing, and automobile con-

trol. The worldwide embedded systems market was

estimated at $45.9 billion in 2004 and was expected

to grow at an average annual growth rate of 14%

over the next several years to reach $88 billion by

2009 [1]. Compared to high-performance computing

systems, embedded systems are more cost sensitive

and require shorter time-to-market. To reduce the

design effort and the cost of the system and shorten

the time-to-market, designers have to come up with a

heterogeneous system, which usually consists of

embedded processors and ASICs. Most embedded

systems are heterogeneous multiprocessors with

several different types of processing elements,

including customized hardware processing elements

(PEs) as well as programmable CPUs.

One of the grand challenges for embedded system

designers in nanometer VLSI era is guaranteeing

reliability. Shrinking geometries, lower supply volt-

age, higher frequencies, higher power density, and

higher density circuits all have a negative impact on

reliability: the occurrences of transient errors

increases due to these factors [19]. Transient faults

are errors caused by temporary environmental con-

dition (such as power supply noise and interconnect

noise) or by special environmental condition (neu-

tron and alpha particle, also called soft errors [12,

14]). The circuit itself is not damaged even though

computational errors are introduced. Table 1 shows

the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) due to

soft errors for some typical embedded systems (taken

from [12]). Consequently, detecting and correcting

errors to provide reliable execution in the existence

of transient faults is becoming increasingly critical

for embedded systems, especially for mission-critical

applications. In this paper, our main focus is on



detecting and correcting transient faults within the

hardware/software co-design paradigm.

The first step in an embedded design flow is

typically called hardware/software co-synthesis,

which partitions the system specification into hard-

ware and software modules to meet performance,

power, and cost goals. A common model to describe

an application is the task graph. The co-synthesis

process normally synthesizes a distributed multipro-

cessor architecture and allocates tasks to the target

architecture, such that the allocation and scheduling

of the task graph meets the deadline of the system,

while the cost of the system is minimized. The

algorithm presented here targets a periodic multi-rate

task graph (explained in Section 3). The target

architecture is a heterogeneous multiprocessor archi-

tecture that consists of multiple processing elements

(PEs) of various types: general-purpose CPUs or

domain-specific CPUs and ASICs. Due to the data

dependency and control dependency among applica-

tion tasks, not all the computing resources are fully

utilized all the time. Therefore, it is possible to

selectively duplicate some tasks and utilize idle

resources to detect soft errors, such that the overall

reliability of the system is improved.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2

reviews related work; Section 3 describes the

problem formulation; Section 4 presents the pro-

posed scheduling and allocation algorithm; Section 5

discusses the experimental results of our algorithm,

and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Hardware/software codesign moved from an emerg-

ing discipline to a mainstream technology since it

was introduced about a decade ago [22]. Early co-

design research focused on performance and cost

tradeoffs [21] to minimize system cost under

performance constraints. Starting from mid 1990s,

low-power embedded system design became a

dominant theme, and prompted the co-design com-

munity into techniques for low-power embedded

system synthesis. Hardware/software co-design tech-

niques targeted at low-power embedded systems

were used to explore the design space for tradeoffs

among power, performance, and cost [23].

Fault tolerance has long been used as a means of

improving the reliability of the VLSI chips. System

reliability can be ensured by using different redun-

dancy techniques, such as hardware redundancy,

software redundancy, information redundancy, and

time redundancy [15]. Various methods for reducing

the transient faults in deep submicron ICs have been

proposed [2, 7–10, 16]. Prior work on design

automation algorithms for fault-tolerant VLSI was

primarily focused on high-level synthesis (HLS) [7,

17, 20]. All of these approaches usually introduce

redundancy to improve reliability and incur penalty

in performance, power, die size, and design time.

Even though the reliability issues caused by

transient faults have been investigated from circuit

level up to microarchitecture level, most of the prior

work in hardware/software co-design explore the

tradeoffs among performance, power, and cost.

Reliability has not explicitly been taken into account

during the design flow. System-level hardware/

software co-design for reliability is not a well studied

area, and the improvement of the system reliability is

at the expense of performance and cost. As a result,

there exist very few fault-tolerant hardware/software

co-design studies. COFTA [5] was proposed as a co-

synthesis framework for heterogeneous distributed

embedded systems for fault tolerance. The fault

detection capability is imparted to the embedded

system by adding assertion and replicate-and-compare

tasks to system specification prior to co-synthesis. The

dependability (reliability and availability) of the

architecture is evaluated during co-synthesis. Their

system specification task graph considers only data

dependencies. The average cost increase due to their

fault-tolerant synthesis is almost 60% compared to a

system without fault-tolerant features. Recent work [3,

4] has investigated the problem of reliable co-design

by introducing reliability property into the specifica-

tion, and provided an enhancement to the traditional

co-design flow. However, their target architecture was

a simplified one that had only one CPU plus one

coprocessor. In this paper, we propose a co-synthesis

design methodology to improve the system reliability

Table 1. MTBF for embedded systems due to soft errors.

MTBF (Hours)

0.13 um 90 nm

Ground–based 895 448

Civilian avionic Systems 324 162

Military avionic systems 18 9
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by selectively replicating tasks and utilizing idle

computing resources without performance or cost

penalty.

3. Problem Formulation

The real-time applications running on embedded

systems are periodic, running at multiple rates. A

common model to describe such applications is the

task graph model [13]. In this model, an application

is mapped to a task graph, which is a directed acyclic

graph, as shown in Fig. 1. Each node in the task

graph represents a task that may be of moderate to

large granularity; the directed edges represent data

dependencies and/or control dependencies between

tasks. An edge, say A Y D, implies that task D

cannot start execution until A is finished. Data

dependency edges ensure the correct order of

execution. The task with an output conditional edge

is a branch fork task. Conditional paths meet at a

branch join task. For example, in Fig. 1, A is a

branch fork task, and E is a branch join task.

Depending on the condition, one of the out-branches

of task A (AQB or AQC) is activated. Each edge is

associated with a scalar describing the amount of

data that must be transferred between the two

connected tasks. We assume that, if two tasks are

allocated on the same PE, the communication time is

0. If two tasks are allocated on different PEs, the

communication time depends on the data amount to

be transferred and the communication link type (for

example, bus bandwidth and bus congestion). An

edge with an assigned condition value is a condi-

tional edge (represented with dotted lines in Fig. 1).

The task graph is executed periodically at its

specified rate. For simplicity, in this paper, we

assume that the deadline, by which the task graph

must complete its execution, is equal to the period.

The deadline can actually be shorter or longer than

the period.

In our co-synthesis framework the target architec-

ture is a heterogeneous one as shown in Fig. 2. This

architecture has a number of processing elements

(PEs), which may be CPUs or ASICs. PEs commu-

nicate with each other via communication links (e.g.,

a shared memory bus).

Each task can have several implementation options

differing in PE type, cost and execution time. The

technology library provides a number of choices of

the types of CPUs and the worst case execution time

(WCET) for the tasks on each type CPU.

Given the conditional task graph, the target

architecture, and the technology library, the co-

synthesis algorithm chooses the number and type of

the processing elements from the target library,

produces an allocation of tasks on target architecture

and constructs the static global schedule of the tasks

on specified processing elements, with minimal

system cost while meeting the deadline.

4. Reliability-aware Co-synthesis Framework

In this section, we describe the reliability-aware co-

synthesis framework. The objective of the proposed

approach is to provide maximum reliability via task

duplication, without performance or cost penalty.

E 

A 

C 

F 

D 

period=150 

deadline=150

A->C:condition=True

A->B: condion=False

B 

Figure 1. Conditional task graph.
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4.1. Improving Reliability via Task Duplication

To integrate reliability into this co-synthesis para-

digm, the first step is to decide the criticality of each

task in the task graph. Some tasks can tolerate a

certain degree of transient errors. For example, in a

video application, transient errors can manifest

themselves as missing or wrong colored bits on a

display screen. These errors may not be noticeable or

important to the user. However, when memory

elements are used to control the functionality of the

device such as a program counter register or branch

target address, transient errors can have a much more

serious impact and lead to not only corrupt data, but

also a loss of functionality and critical failures.

In our co-synthesis framework, there are two ways

to decide the criticality of the task. The first

approach is user-defined, which is based on the

knowledge of the application itself. The second one

is a heuristic approach. If we do not have enough

information about the application and cannot decide

which task is more critical than the others, then we

can assign the relative criticality to a task based on

the number of tasks whose correct operation depends

upon the successful execution of the task under

consideration. As a result, the tasks closer to the

source task will most likely have higher criticalities.

The criticality of the tasks in Fig. 1, for example, can

be ranked as {CA=6, CB=3, CC=3, CD=3, CE=2,

CF=1}.

In this work, the improvement in system reliability

is through the duplication of critical tasks. We refer

to the duplicated copy of task X as X0, which

maintains the same characteristics as task X. X0 also

copies all the in-edges of X with the same con-

ditions; but, it does not need to copy the out-edges of

task X. An extra checker task and the edges from X

and X0 to the checker task are needed, as shown in

Fig. 3 when duplicating task B in Fig. 1.

Note that adding reliability as a metric to the co-

design flow may have a significant impact on the

resulting system as well as on performance and

Checker 

B’ 

E 

A 

B C 
D 

period=150 

deadline=150 

A->C:condition=Tr

A->B: condion=Fa

F 

Figure 3. Task duplication.

memory 

CPU1 CPU2

ASIC2ASIC1

Figure 2. Target architecture.
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power consumption. As an example, consider the

task graph in Fig. 1. Let us assume that, if we do not

consider reliability, we can allocate and schedule the

task graph on two CPUs and one ASIC as shown in

Fig. 4. However, if task B is a critical task (i.e.,

needs to be protected against transient errors) and the

reliability issue needs to be taken into account, then

we may have to replicate task B (denoted B_), and

another task (denoted as BCHECK^ in the figure) is

also necessary to compare the results of B and B_.
With the same amount of resources, one possible

allocation and scheduling in this case could be as

illustrated in Fig. 5, which indicates performance

degradation. To satisfy both performance and reli-

ability requirement, one may opt to use more

resources, for example, adding extra CPUs or ASICs.

This can potentially eliminate the performance

degradation at the expense of increased overall

system cost.

However, we notice that task B and C can share

the same CPU resource because they are mutually

exclusive and will not be activated at the same time,

since they belong to different conditional branches.

Furthermore, there are some idle time slots for CPU1

and CPU2 that enable duplicated tasks to be filled

without incurring performance and cost penalty. By

taking advantage of these facts, a better synthesis

result is shown in Fig. 6, where both task A and task

B are duplicated, such that the overall reliability of

the system is improved while the performance and

system cost are not affected.

4.2. Allocation and Scheduling Algorithm

Our allocation and scheduling algorithm is based on

the co-synthesis framework ASICosyn [11]. It

performs allocation of the tasks on CPUs and

scheduling of the tasks on CPUs and ASICs

simultaneously such that the algorithm can take

advantage of the resource sharing among these

mutually exclusive tasks that belong to different

branches. Figure 7 outlines the proposed allocation

and scheduling procedure (ASP).

A static urgency is calculated for each task based

on the maximum distance of the task to the end task

of the task graph. This is similar to the priority

assignment in some list schedulers [11]. For the

branch fork task, the longest branch path is used to

C

D

E

F

Time 

CPU1 

CPU2 

ASIC 

A B

Figure 4. Scheduling without reliability consideration.

C

E

F

Time 

CPU1 

CPU2 

ASIC 

* CHECK

A B *

B’ D

Figure 5. Reliability-aware scheduling. A duplicate of task B (B0) and a checker task (*) are inserted into the schedule shown in Fig. 4,

resulting in a degraded performance.
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calculate the static urgency. On the other hand, a

dynamic urgency is defined as:

DU task;CPUð Þ ¼ SU taskð Þ

�max
ready time taskð Þ;
CPU available time

� �

�WCET task;CPUð Þ

The dynamic urgency is actually related to the

following factors:

1. Static urgency (SU). If a task_s SU is high, it

implies that this task is a critical task and should

be given a high priority.

2. The earliest start time of the task on the CPU.

Note that the ready_time(task) takes into account

the communication time from its predecessor. We

assume that the communication time between two

tasks on the same CPU is 0. The mutually

exclusive communication edges can share the

same communication link with overlapping time

slots.

3. The worst case execution time (WCET) of this

task on the CPU.

4.3. Inserting Duplicated Tasks

In this section, we present two algorithms for

inserting duplicated tasks such that the overall

reliability of the system is improved. The problem

of fitting duplicated tasks into empty scheduling slots

is similar to the on-line bin-packing problem [24],

which is an NP-hard problem. Therefore, in this

work, we explore fast solutions by introducing two

heuristic algorithms.

The first algorithm (S_R_INC) is an incremental

scheduling approach (see Fig. 8). We first call the

original allocation and scheduling procedure ASP

(shown in Fig. 7), to obtain an initial task schedule

and resource cost (recorded as MIN_COST). Then

we duplicate one task each time following the

criticality ranking from high to low. The algorithm

then calls the ASP again to get a new task schedule

and new cost. If the new cost is larger than the

MIN_COST, it means that the cost limitation is

D

E

F

Time 

CPU1 

CPU2 

ASIC 

* CHECK

A B * *

A’ C
B’

Figure 6. Reliability-aware scheduling, which takes advantage of the mutual exclusiveness of tasks B and C, and the idle time slot at

CPU 1, without performance or cost penalty.

 
 
 
 

 ASP (task_graph, target_library) 
1. for each task, calculate static_urgency(task) 
2.    if there is task i in ready list is partitioned on ASIC
2.        schedule task i; goto  9 
4.     else  
5.         for each ready task i and each CPU pe-j  
6.             Calculate dynamic_urgency(task-i, pe-j) 
7.     Schedule task-i on pe-j with maximium    
8.          dynamic_urgency value 
9. update ready task list and goto 2 until all tasks are

scheduled 

Figure 7. Allocation and scheduling procedure scheduled. (ASP).
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exceeded because of duplicating this task. Therefore,

we should not duplicate this task. The procedure is

iteratively executed for all tasks.

The second scheduling algorithm (S_R_STA) is

shown in Fig. 9. This algorithm calls the allocation

and scheduling procedure (ASP) only once, and

adjusts the schedule directly when inserting dupli-

cated tasks. For each task with the priority from high

to low criticality, we try to find the best idle time slot

for it. The first step is to find all candidate idle time

slots in the schedule for the task, including the real

idle time slots or the time slots occupied by other

tasks which are mutual exclusive with current task

(due to different execution conditions). An idle time

slot that are long enough to schedule a duplicated

task without affecting other tasks is called long-time-
slot; An idle time slot that are too short (i.e., we have

to postpone the execution of other tasks if a

duplicated task is put into that slot) is called short-
time-slot. The second step involves finding the most

suitable time slot for the target task based on the

following heuristic rules:

1. Long-time-slot is better than short-time-slot
2. among all long-time-slots

a) the shorter execution time of task on that PE is

better

b) the earlier time slot is better

3. among all short-time-slots

a) calculate the new completion time due to the

postponement of all adjacent tasks in the same

PE and all following tasks in the other PEs.

b) the one that results in the earliest completion

time is better.

If the new completion time is later than the

deadline, the time slot is not considered anymore.

The delay may not affect the performance concern

(i.e., the new completion time is still earlier than

deadline), when the delay is absorbed by another

time slot. We also notice that, if a task is postponed, all

adjacent tasks in the same PE and all adjacent

following tasks in the task graph need to be postponed.

The first algorithm (incremental scheduling) can

achieve a better reliability-aware schedule result,

since it generates a new architecture with new

allocation and scheduling whenever a duplicated

task is inserted into the task graph,. The second

algorithm (static scheduling) only calls the allocation

Algorithm: Schedule_with_Reliability_Inc (S_R_INC) 
    Call ASP to get the task schedule graph without duplicating
tasks 
    Record the cost as MIN_COST 
    For each task with criticality ranking from high to low
       do {  
            Duplicate this task and build new task graph 
            Call ASP to update allocation and schedule 
            If cost > MIN_COST, delete the duplicated task 
    } 
Return the allocation and schedule

Figure 8. Incremental scheduling algorithm.

Call ASP to get the task schedule graph without 
duplicating tasks 

Algorithm: Schedule_with_Reliability_Static (S_R_STA)

For each task with criticality from high to low  
 do {  

task schedule graph 
2. Selec

1. Search all candidate idle time slot in the whole

t the best time slot for the task 
3. If time slot available, insert duplicated task and

adjust task schedule 
    } 
    Return the allocation and schedule 

Figure 9. Static scheduling algorithm.
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and scheduling procedure ASP once, and does not

modify the architecture and the allocation. It only

inserts duplicated tasks and adjust the schedules on

each PE. Therefore, the first algorithm is expected to

generate better results at the expense of longer solution

time.

5. Experimental Results

The co-synthesis framework is implemented in C++

and the experiments are run on a Linux machine with

an Intel Pentium 4 processor (2.8 GHz/512M RAM).

We denote the first reliability-aware algorithm

(incremental scheduling) as S_R_INC and the sec-

ond reliability-aware algorithm (static scheduling) as

S_R_STA. We also compare the reliability-aware

scheme with the scheme without duplicating tasks

(S_MINC) based on the original allocation and

scheduling procedure (ASP).

First, we show a simple example to demonstrate

how our algorithm work in practice. The input to the

co-synthesis framework is the task graph shown in

Fig. 10, and a technology library shown in Table 2.

The technology library specifies the execution time

for each task on different process elements and the

cost of processing elements. Note that a CPU can be

shared by tasks; but, an ASIC is application specific

and can not be shared by two different tasks. For

simplicity, we assume all ASIC implementation

costs for different tasks have the same cost here,

even though usually they would not be the same

because of their differences in implementations.

Figure 11a shows the result of task allocation and

scheduling from scheme S_MINC, which employ

minimum cost to achieve the deadline requirement.

None of the tasks are duplicated. Figure 11b shows

the result of scheme S_R_STA (for this example, the

result of S_R_INC is the same). Reliability-aware

schemes S_R_STA and S_R_INC try to duplicate as

many tasks as possible to increase the reliability

while maintaining the same system cost and perfor-

mance requirement. Due to the comparison that

needs to perform between the outcomes of tasks, an

extra checker task is also needed for each task

duplicated (usually the execution time of this

checker task is small, since its only functionality is

A

B

D

F 

G

Period=63 B ←
←
D: Condition=True

B E: Condition=False

Deadline=63 

C

E

Figure 10. A simple example.

Table 2. Technology library.

Task CPU1 CPU2 ASIC

A 10 18 7

B 30 50 12

C 25 14 9

D 11 19 8

E 14 23 9

F 12 20 15

G 28 15 9

Cost: CPU1=50, CPU2=40, ASIC=100
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to compare the result of two tasks. In this example,

for simplicity, the execution time of a checker task is

assumed to be one).

We notice that the degree of duplication without

extra cost is dependent on the intrinsic feature of the

input task graph. In this example, due to the tight

deadline, the tasks are allocated to the processing

elements with shorter execution time. Therefore,

tasks F and G cannot be duplicated to achieve the

full duplication. Our schemes duplicate 71% of the

tasks without incurring performance or cost penalty.

We now present results of our experiments with

several benchmarks. The benchmark task graphs are

either generated by the TGFF tools [6] or real

examples extracted from previous literature (MPEG1

and MPEG2) [18]. Some statistics of these task

graphs are listed in the first four columns of Table 3.

The execution time (in seconds) of different schemes

are shown in the last three columns of Table 3. We

notice that the S_R_STA has almost the same

performance as the original algorithm, S_MINC.

This means that the static post-analysis scheme

CPU1 

CPU2 

ASIC2 

A E F

C

B

D

G

CPU1 

CPU2 

ASIC2 

A E F

C

B

D

GC’

A’
D’

E’

B’

 
 

a    Task schedule by S_MINC

b     Task schedule by S_R_STA 

Time 

Time 

CHECK 

Figure 11. Task schedule by a S_MINC, b S_R_STA.

Table 3. Characteristic of benchmarks and execution time.

Tasks Edges Deadline MINCtime STAtime INCtime

s01 14 16 625 0.01 0.01 0.09

s02 17 20 700 0.01 0.01 0.18

s03 22 28 625 0.01 0.01 0.63

s04 25 32 750 0.01 0.02 1.18

s05 28 32 1200 0.01 0.01 1.51

s06 31 38 600 0.03 0.03 3.52

s07 32 34 900 0.02 0.02 4.08

s08 38 53 1000 0.05 0.05 6.06

s09 39 46 800 0.09 0.09 9.28

s10 43 52 1000 0.13 0.14 21.30

s11 50 60 1000 0.26 0.26 34.38

mpeg1 15 21 40000 0.01 0.01 0.07

mpeg2 50 74 30000 0.15 0.16 20.46
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introduces very small runtime overhead. On the other

hand, the execution time of S_R_INC is significantly

longer than that of the original and S_R_STA

schemes.

The number of original tasks and duplicated tasks by

S_R_STA and S_R_INC are shown in Table 4.

S_R_STA schemes duplicates an average 37.2% of

the tasks and S_R_INC duplicates 38.5% of the tasks

on average. In most cases, S_R_STA scheme can

achieve the same duplication rate as the S_R_INC

scheme. Therefore, we conclude that S_R_STA algo-

rithm is a preferable choice than S_R_INC, since its

runtime is much shorter while the reliability improve-

ment (in terms of how many tasks are duplicated) is

almost the same as the S_R_STA scheme.

Our basic schedule algorithms, S_R_INC and

S_R_STA, only insert one copy of each original task

into the new task graph. If the execution results are

Table 4. Duplicated tasks for S_R_STA and S_R_INC schemes.

Tasks STA_Dup Percent INC_Dup Percent

S01 14 6 42.9 6 42.9

S02 17 6 35.3 6 35.3

S03 22 6 27.3 7 31.8

S04 25 6 24.0 8 32.0

S05 28 20 71.4 20 71.4

S06 31 10 32.3 10 32.3

S07 32 24 75.0 24 75.0

S08 38 10 26.3 10 26.3

S09 39 8 20.5 8 20.5

S10 43 13 30.2 13 30.2

S11 50 12 24.0 13 26.0

mpeg1 15 4 26.7 4 26.7

mpeg2 50 19 38.0 19 38.0

average 36.5 37.6

Table 5. Single duplication vs. double duplication.

Tasks Single duplication Percent Double duplication Percent

s01 14 6 42.9 2 14.3

s02 17 6 35.3 3 17.6

s03 22 7 31.8 3 13.6

s04 25 8 32.0 3 12.0

s05 28 20 71.4 8 28.6

s06 31 10 32.3 3 9.7

s07 32 24 75.0 8 25.0

s08 38 10 26.3 5 13.2

s09 39 8 20.5 4 10.3

s10 43 13 30.2 6 14.0

s11 50 13 26.0 8 16.0

mpeg1 15 4 26.7 2 13.3

mpeg2 50 19 38.0 11 22.0

Average 37.6 16.1
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different between original task and duplicated task,

an error can be detected but can not be corrected

directly. Therefore, we extend the original error-

detect-based algorithm to error-correct-based algo-

rithm. The basic idea is, for each time, two copies of

the original task are inserted into the task graph

together. When the results from these three tasks are

different, majority voting [15] is used to decide the

correct value (this is also called Triple Module

Redundancy (TMR) [15]).

Table 5 shows the number of original tasks

duplicated by two versions of S_R_INC schedule

algorithms, single duplication vs. double duplica-

tion. Under the same cost limitation, the number

of task duplicated in double duplication algorithm

is less than that using single duplication. The

average number of duplicated tasks is 37.6 and 16.1%

in single duplication and double duplication algorithm,

respectively.

6. Conclusion

As technology scales, transient errors become a big

concern for reliable embedded system design. We

propose a design methodology that selectively dupli-

cates critical tasks to detect or correct transient faults,

such that the reliability of the system is increased. The

increased reliability (via selectively duplicate tasks)

utilizes the idle computation resources and takes

advantage of the mutual exclusiveness among those

tasks that have different execution conditions. The

improvement in reliability incurs no resource or

performance penalty.
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